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Neighbour Comments 

 

3 Wainwell Mews Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 4BF (Objects) 

Comment submitted date: Mon 12 Apr 2021 
Attn: Mr K Manning - Assistant Director - Planning 
 
I refer to your letter dated 1 April regarding the Extension of Existing Permission 

2021/0731/RG3 from 31 March to 12 December 2021 delivered to me at 3 Wainwell 
Mews, Greetwell Gate. 
 

My points still stand in my original email of 21 October 2020 and I would like to add 
the following notes of objection: 
 

Highways Safety and Congestion 
The visiting vehicles will park on Greetwell Gate if they are unable to enter the site. 
This will cause obstruction by either parking partly on the pavement or over the 

white parking area line. These vehicles will obstruct pedestrians passing, families 
with prams/buggies and children or elderly on walking frames necessitating them to 

walk in the road. Passing vehicles will have difficulty in negotiating the narrow road 
space and have to mount the pavement the opposite side of the road. 
The way this could be avoided is for vehicles to park in the Langworth Gate car park 

if unable to enter the site. I understand there is also a proposed law that parking will 
not be allowed on pavements in the near future. 
 

Noise Disturbance 
I believe the welfare unit is to be powered by a generator. If the unit parked 
currently in the Langworth Gate Car Park is the proposed unit to be installed on the 

site then the generator makes a considerable noise when running as exhibited 
during last week for several hours. 
 

I hope you will give these points your serious consideration. 
 
Susan Mendum 

3 Wainwell Mews, Greetwell Gate, Lincoln LN2 4BF. 

19 Winnowsty Lane Lincoln LN2 5RZ (Objects) 

Comment submitted date: Fri 09 Apr 2021 
My concerns are as follows: 
- 15 vehicles coming in and out per day is a lot of disruption to the local area, 

especially as this is a main thoroughfare for ambulances from the Country Hospital. 
It is a tight space on a tight and narrow street. 
- pedestrians walking to all the schools in the area will be at risk of the higher 



amount of traffic and larger vehicles. The intended location is on a narrow street, 
next to a tight corner leading into Winnowsty Lane. 

- the area is a local conservation area and these facilities would not be compatible to 

its surroundings 
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